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eBay item number:124011883184 Seller takes full responsibility for this listing. Last updated October 15, 2020 06:42:10 PDT View of all changes State: New: a brand new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in the original packaging (where the packaging is applicable). The packaging should be the
same as what is in the retail store if the item was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprintable box or plastic bag. See the seller's ad for details. View all definitions of conditions - opens in a new window or tab ... Read more about brand status: MPN: UPC: How to Clear
Jammed Tagging Gun Nothing Stops Progress like a stuck trigger on your price tag tagging gun. Whether you use it to mark your new product to put on the floor or you use a blanket basting gun to prepare your clamp layers to quilt. So, what do you do? 1. The first thing you do is remove the clip fastener
from the gun. This can solve the problem. Your piston may have dented the fastener instead of pushing it through the needle. If that doesn't work, go to Step 2. 2. Remove the needle from the gun and run a straight pin through it to dislodge any loose piece of plastic. Go to How to Change Your Needle
Sometimes small pieces of plastic break out of the fastenings and stay in the needle. Once you've cleaned the needle, install it, block it, and click on with pride. 3. Okay, now if cleaning the needle doesn't fix the problem and your trigger still sticks when you pull it. I want you to try it. Remove the needle
and pull the trigger. Look at the piston. If the piston is anything but straight, it's time for you to call me and let's talk about getting you a new gun because it was! It's Kaput! Finished! Again and again with! Dead! The Cables! Well, you get the picture ... For those of you who are brave enough to remove
screws from the back of your Avery Dennison Weapon and want to put it back together, here's what the inside of the gun should look like when you've assembled it properly. Good luck. I will reward you with the Aardvark badge of courage for trying it out. But, really, try the steps #1 and #2 first. For more
useful tips like these and 100 uses for your gun tagging, please visit where you will find price tags and tagging guns and many other items for retail and manufacturing needs. This site uses cookies to provide you with the best user experience. Our website uses cookies, which can also include third-party
cookies. For more information, please visit our Privacy and Cookie Policy page. Continuing to use the site or closing banner, you agree to our terms of use. Close Meta Precision Industry Co., Ltd/Mike and Tony Trading Co., Ltd. was founded on August 30, 1983. From the first moment We have dedicated
ourselves to the garment industry for research and development in pursuit of high efficiency and improved sewing quality on time-saving, cost savings, automation and rationalization. We are able to provide a professional sewing solution! Meta Precision Industry Co., Ltd. develops and manufactures
TAGGING GUN STANDARD RED ARROW (#YH-31S), which meets the most stringent operating requirements. In addition, we provide customized solutions for our customers based on their requirements and ensure the delivery of all batches within the promised time frame. Based on our long experience
in developing new products, our company has the capabilities of a wide range of TAGGING GUN STANDARD RED ARROW (#YH-31S) and is able to meet the unique needs of our customers. Please visit any of our great places to see the latest products from manufacturers like TAGGING GUN
STANDARD RED STRELA (#YH-31S), TAGGING GUN STANDARD Red ARROW (#YH-31S) and more! TAGGING GUN STANDARD RED ARROW (#YH-31S) Meta Precision Industry Co., Ltd. recognizes that our customers have different needs and we want to help you find the perfect TAGGING GUN
STANDARD RED ARROW (#YH-31S) from our wide range of styles and designs. Our company is one of the main manufacturers of TAGGING GUN STANDARD RED ARROW (#YH-31S) in engineering and industrial supply and is highly valued for quality products. We achieve our goals at the expense
of dedicated partners performing the highest quality of manufacturing, which in turn allows us to deliver our customers the best products and services. Please feel free to contact us if you have any enquiries or concerns. Meta Precision Industry Co., LLC Add : 11F.-1, No. 27, Ln. 169, Canning St., Xizhi
Dist., New Taipei 221424, Taiwan (R.O.C.) Tel:: Fax: No886-2-2-2695-9075, No886-2-2695-9085 Email : Two main tagging tools are a tool of fine fabric and standard tool or standard instrument or standard instrument or standard instrument or standard instrument or standard instrument. Thin fabrics and
standard thorns and needles do not change. You can only use thin tissue thorns and needles in thin fabric tools. You can only use standard (regular) thorns and needles in standard tagging guns. One important thing to remember is that all tagging tools put a small hole in the fabric, so it's best to always
test the fabric by putting the thorn (fastener) in an inconspicuous place on the clothes or just putting a thorn through the size of the label on the clothes. Standard gun tagging prices are used for general purpose tagging on clothing such as stuffed animals, pillows, blue jeans, sweaters, hoodies, T shirts
and heavy nylon products. The thickness of the maximun that standard needle gun tag will tag completely through it is 1/2. Thin fabric price tag Used for more delicate fabrics, but can also be used to tag stuffed animals, hoodies, T shirts ect. ect. The needles on the thin fabric tagging tools are about 50%
smaller in diameter and about 1/4 shorter. The maximum thickness of the thin fabric tool will tag completely throught is 1/4 . Always test clothes in an inconspicuous place before tagging through a stain that will show up on your clothes. When using a tagging tool: Always use caution when tagging as the
needle gun tag are extremely sharp and can lead to serious injuries! Protective leather gloves can help reduce the likelihood of getting stuck with a needle. Always replace the needle guard when you've finished tagging! Gently press the T end of the clamp fastening in the T slot at the top of the tagging
tool as far as it will go. Remove the plastic lid on the needle then squeeze the trigger to make sure the thorns feed through the tag gun properly. If the thorns don't feed, click down on the clip with a little pressure and a sqeeze trigger at the same time. Place the price tag on the needle and then work the
needle into the fabric until the tags and fabrics are pushed up the agaist front of the tag gun. Then just squeeze the trigger, push the gun tag from the garment to remove the needle and pull the thorn out of the other thorns in the clip. We would like to emphasize squeezing the trigger rather than pulling the
trigger.  If the gun tag starts to jam..... 1. Stop pulling the trigger!! Trying to get a stuck thorn through a needle will damage your gun tag and render it useless! 2. Remove the needle and pull the thorn out of the back of the needle. 3. Put the needle back in the tag gun or replace the new one. To remove and
install the needle: 1. Place a needle guard over the needle or use a pair of leather gloves to grab the needle. 2. Turn the needle lock with the end of the lever, pointing to the front of the tool. 3. Slide the needle out of the tool. 4. Insert a needle with a long slot on the needle, and parallel to the slot in the
instrument. 5. Once the needle is in place, rotate the needle lock the end of the needle lock is facing to the back of the tool. If the lock doesn't turn you may not have the needle pressed in enough or you can turn the needle slightly.  A little. 
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